## Monday

**Department of Psychology: Laboratory for Developmental Studies Seminar**

5

Narges Afshordi  
(Psychology)  
*Preschoolers' recognition of and inferences from observed imitation*

### January

**DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY: LABORATORY FOR DEVELOPMENTAL STUDIES SEMINAR**

5

Narges Afshordi  
(Psychology)  
*Preschoolers' recognition of and inferences from observed imitation*

### Tuesday

**Department of Sociology: Culture and Social Analysis Workshop**

6

Tom Wooten  
(Sociology)  
*Gun violence and social isolation in New Orleans*

### February

**DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY: SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY RESEARCH SEMINAR**

6

Andrei Cimpian  
(New York University)  
*[title to be announced]*

### Tuesday

**Department of Sociology: Colloquium**

6

Javier Auyero  
(University of Texas, Austin)  
*Unpacking collusion. Traffickers, cops, and violence at the urban margins*

### Wednesday

**Department of Sociology: Economic Sociology Seminar**

7

Donald Tomaskovic-Devey  
(UMass)  
*Producing Inequalities: The workplace generation of earnings inequalities in thirteen high income countries*

### Thursday

**Department of Sociology: Social Demography Seminar**

8

Dalton Conley  
(Princeton University)  
*Deploying genetics to inform social science*

### February

**DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY: COGNITION, BRAIN, & BEHAVIOR RESEARCH SEMINAR**

8

Leyla Tarhan  
(Psychology)  
*[title to be announced]*

### February

12:00 noon, WJH 105